Editors’ note: Idiopathic intracranial hypertension: The veno glymphatic connections

In the article “Idiopathic intracranial hypertension: The veno glymphatic connections,” Lenck et al. hypothesized that idiopathic intracranial hypertension (IIH) may be triggered by an initial impairment in interstitial fluid (ISF) transport from the glymphatic system to the dural venous sinuses, speculating that a specific subtype of aquaporin is involved in this transport. In response, Drs. De Simone and Ranieri argue that the proposed asymptomatic primary impairment of ISF/CSF outflow via “aquaporin-4” dysfunction is unlikely. They cite literature questioning the existence of the glymphatic system as an ISF/CSF outflow route; they also note that intraventricular tracer drainage occurs through nasal lymphatics and not venous sinuses in rat models, that vascular arachnoid granulations (AGs) can be seen without IIH, that sinus walls should withstand CSF pressures higher than those associated with asymptomatic outflow dysfunction, and that intracranial pressure (ICP) returns to fully physiologic values in patients with IIH responding to sinus stenting. In their reply, the authors clarify that their hypothesis relates to some unknown aquaporin, not aquaporin-4, and note that although direct discharge of glymphatic fluid into venous blood has not been documented, venous CSF outflow has also been questioned by other studies. They caution against extrapolating CSF physiology findings from animals to humans. Although conceding that AGs may be incidentally found, they explain that their term “vascular” AGs refers to a specific type of AG mostly seen in the transverse sinus, which may permit a connection between perivascular spaces of large cortical veins and dural venous sinuses, thereby mediating glymphatic-to-venous ISF/CSF flow. Furthermore, they present arguments in favor of sinus stenoses in IIH being due to compression by congested brain and CSF, with stent placement reestablishing direct reabsorption of CSF into the sinuses, thereby normalizing ICP and relieving symptoms. Drs. Kronenberg and Kunte write in support of the hypothesis. With respect to the authors’ speculation that chronic CSF overflow in the olfactory bulb sheaths may cause CSF rhinorrhea by eroding the cribriform plate, they note that olfactory dysfunction is an underrecognized presentation of IIH and that dysfunction of the extensive lymphatic network around the olfactory nerves was postulated to be causally linked to IIH in a previous article. In response, the authors present arguments in favor of most patients with idiopathic CSF leaks having underlying IIH, suggesting that the leaks—such as CSF rhinorrhea—represent overflow from the overburdened lymphatic CSF outflow pathway, with the consequent CSF diversion relieving IIH symptoms. They argue that surgical repair of such leaks can potentially reactivate this cycle unless the patient is concurrently treated for underlying IIH.
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We read the interesting idiopathic intracranial hypertension (IIH) pathogenetic Medical Hypothesis by Lenck et al.\(^1\) We agree that the lymphatic interstitial fluid (ISF)/CSF outflow is increased by intracranial hypertension and may explain part of IIH symptoms. However, the asymptomatic primary impairment of ISF/CSF outflow proposed by the authors—mediated by a putative aquaporin 4 (AQP4) dysfunction at the vascular arachnoid granulation (VAG) interface with the dural sinuses, followed by the secondary sinus stenosis with symptomatic shift—is exceedingly weak and possibly misleading. In fact, the AQP4 glymphatic existence as a convective vs diffusive ISF/CSF outflow route has been very recently questioned.\(^2\) ISF/CSF containing intraventricular administered tracers do not drain through venous sinuses, as proposed, but through the nasal lymphatics.\(^3\) The VAGs are very common in subjects without intracranial vascular pathology,\(^4\) whereas IIH is rare. The sinus wall should bear CSF pressure much higher than that possibly associated with an asymptomatic stage of lymphatic dysfunction.\(^5\) Finally, after sinus stenting, the intracranial pressure returns to fully physiologic values in responders.\(^6\) Therefore, the hypothesis of an asymptomatic primary CSF hypertension by glymphatic impairment leading to a secondary symptomatic sinus stenosis is highly unlikely.


The Medical Hypothesis article by Lenck et al.\(^1\) provided an exciting new angle on recent findings concerning CSF circulation in the brain. The authors succinctly summarized clinical and radiologic evidence supporting their hypothesis that dysfunction of veno glymphatic connections lies at the heart of idiopathic intracranial hypertension (IIH). In particular, the authors speculated that chronic overflow of CSF in the sheaths of the olfactory bulbs may result in CSF rhinorrhea by eroding the cribriform plate.\(^1\) Olfactory dysfunction, especially a marked impairment in olfactory threshold levels, is an even more common yet underrecognized presentation of IIH.\(^2,3\) Indeed, as early as 2008, Dr. Kapoor\(^4\) speculated that dysfunction of the extensive lymphatic network around the olfactory nerves might be causally linked to IIH, making hyposmia a more sensitive predictor of IIH than other clinical features.
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We thank Drs. De Simone and Ranieri for their comments and interest in our article.1 Our hypothesis does not support a dysfunction of aquaporin (AQP) 4 in idiopathic intracranial hypertension (IIH); rather, an unknown type of AQP (e.g., aquaglyceroporin) may be involved at the venodural junction and may trigger the hydrodynamic cascade of IIH. We agree that a direct discharge of glymphatic fluid into the venous blood has not been documented in studies of CSF hydrodynamics2; however, the techniques used to demonstrate the existence of the glymphatic and lymphatic systems of the brain were not able to detect any venous CSF outflow, leading some to question even the existence of a venous CSF outflow pathway in the brain.3 Based on our clinical experience (i.e., cerebral venous thrombosis) and on previous experimental studies, we feel that a direct discharge of glymphatic fluid into venous blood seems highly likely.4

It may seem hazardous to extrapolate the physiology of CSF excretion from animals to humans because the venous physiology and anatomy of quadrupedal animals are very different from those of bipedal humans.5 We agree that the discovery of an arachnoid granulation (AG) may be incidental and that the prevalence of AG in the lumen of the sinuses increases with age; however, pathologic and radiologic studies have described a specific type of AG, mostly observed in the transverse sinus and particularly at the junction between the vein of Labbé and the transverse sinus (e.g., lateral sinus stenoses in IIH). These granulations are centered on a vein and associated with the point of entry of a cortical vein into the dural sinus. We named them “vascular AGs” to differentiate from avascular granulations, which allow the pressure-dependent transport of CSF from the subarachnoid space to the venous blood of the dural sinuses. These vascular AGs may allow a connection between the perivascular spaces of large cortical veins to the venous blood of the dural sinuses and may be involved in the discharge of interstitial fluid (CSF) from the glymphatic system to the venous blood of the dural vessels.6

Several arguments support the hypothesis that extrinsic stenoses are caused by the compression of the lateral sinus by the congested brain and CSF (and not by the increased intracranial pressure [ICP]), including the radiologic aspect of such stenoses on MRI, the propensity of such stenoses to reoccur outside the stented portion of the sinus, the fact that the radial force of the stent is usually enough to reopen the sinus with no need for balloon angioplasty, and their disappearance after CSF removal.7,8 We agree that the venous sinus stenosis is the main precipitating factor in IIH symptoms because it makes the venous outflow pathway ineffective for the glymphatic reabsorption and the direct reabsorption, which aims to balance the ICP. Stent placement allows reestablishment of the direct reabsorption of the CSF from the subarachnoid space to the venous blood of the dural sinuses, thus regulating the ICP and resolving IIH symptoms.
We also thank Drs. Kronenberg and Kunte for their comments and interest in our Medical Hypothesis. Several authors have suggested that most patients with idiopathic CSF leaks have underlying IIH. Several clinical and radiologic arguments support this. First, there is the common clinical pattern in which the disease occurs (young obese women), then the high prevalence of radiologic signs of IIH in patients with idiopathic CSF leaks, the development of IIH symptoms following CSF leak repair, and the high rate of recurrence after surgery. We, therefore, suggest that the leaks are directly caused by over flow from the overburdened lymphatic CSF outflow pathway in these cases. The chronic excess of increased CSF pressure in the sheaths of the cranial nerves, and especially the olfactory bulbs, would lead to the progressive erosion of the bone and the dura matter at the level of the skull base (e.g., the cribriform plate), eventually resulting in CSF leaks. The leak will immediately relieve the headache and the IIH symptoms experienced by the patient because it is a “natural” CSF diversion procedure. However, its surgical repair may result either in the development of IIH symptoms or in a recurrence of a leak. This recognition of this entity is important in clinical practice, when facing a patient with a CSF leak caused by IIH, because the treatment of the leak should be performed in conjunction with treatment of IIH, which is the often the underlying cause of the leak.
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In the article "Distribution of cerebral microbleeds in the East and West: Individual participant meta-analysis" by Yakushiji et al.,¹ published ahead of print on February 1, 2019, Dr. Mok’s degree should have been listed as MD. The degree appears correctly in the final print version of this article published on March 5, 2019. The authors regret the error.
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In the article "Imaging outcome measures of neuroprotection and repair in MS: A consensus statement from NAIMS" by Oh et al.,¹ first published online February 20, 2019, and in print March 12, 2019, Dr. Robert Zivadinov should have been listed as an author, appearing between Yunyan Zhang and Nancy Sicotte. The authors regret the error.

Dr. Zivadinov’s disclosures should have been included as follows: Dr. Zivadinov has received personal compensation from Genzyme and Novartis for serving on scientific advisory boards; received speaker honoraria from EMD Serono, Inc., Novartis, Sanofi-Genzyme, and Celgene; received personal compensation from EMD Serono, Inc., Novartis, Sanofi-Genzyme for consulting fees; received personal compensation from EMD Serono, Inc., Novartis, and Sanofi-Genzyme for serving on speakers’ bureaus; and financial support for research activities from EMD Serono, Inc., Novartis, Sanofi-Genzyme, Mapi Pharma, Celgene, and Protembis.

Dr. Zivadinov’s full degrees and affiliation are as follows:
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Director, Buffalo Neuroimaging Analysis Center, Department of Neurology
Director, Center for Biomedical Imaging at the Clinical Translational Science Institute
Jacobs School of Medicine & Biomedical Sciences
University at Buffalo, State University of New York

Finally, Dr. Zivadinov’s contributions to the paper should have been: Dr. Zivadinov contributed to the acquisition of data, analysis and interpretation, and critical revision of the manuscript for important intellectual content.
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